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We like to build bridges... for Interconnection!
...creating a robust interconnection ecosystem...
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1 year of operation

9 ASNs (connected networks)

9 Gbps

Istanbul – connecting continents between Europe, Asia and Middle East
Istanbul – a digital hub growing steadily

- 4 years of operation
- 35 ASNs (connected networks)
- 157 Gbps
- +170%* (2016 vs. 2019 YTD)
- +1.600%* (2016 vs. 2019 YTD)
A healthy ecosystem with well-balanced mix of origins and sectors
Current presence in Istanbul
Expanding in more Turkish cities thanks to our partners
Istanbul, live and connected
Istanbul is now part of the largest neutral Interconnection ecosystem in the world

1,700+ ASNs
Connected networks

18 IXs
11 Interconnected
NYC, LIS, MAD, MRS, DXB, FRA, DUS, HAM, MUC, IST, PMO

470+ Access Points

13+ Tbps
Connected Capacity

13+ Tbps
Global Peak traffic

2019
Today, Istanbul is on the way to become a Digital Hub

- Interconnected with the rest of the DE-CIX World.
- More geographical reach.
- More services.
With one access in Istanbul, you can reach 50+ Cloud Service Providers. Available now!
So, what kind of a bridge you want us to build together?

“We like to build bridges…for Interconnection!”
How we see the near future?

2019

2020+
Digital is everywhere in the life of people & business
Needs are changing: new infrastructures & more applications
Higher expectations: security, speed, flexibility, customization
We will get closer to new business needs, whatever the requirements are.
By developing the most advanced "Interconnection as a service" platform
Enabled for all types of network infrastructure
Enabled for all types of network infrastructure
Enabled for all types of network infrastructure
We will get closer to business, wherever they are
By operating in new markets
By getting “closer to the edge” in existing and neighboring markets
Strategic objective –
Getting as close as possible to business. Anywhere.

We will get closer to business & people
Space is the limit.
Interconnection anywhere!
Thank you!
Teşekkür ederim!